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The Ocean and Sea-Ice Satellite Application Facility (OSI-SAF) of the Euro-
pean Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMET-
SAT) is planning to deliver a reprocessing of Sea Surface Temperature (SST)
from Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager/Meteosat Second Gener-
ation (SEVIRI/MSG) archive (2004-2012) by the end of 2017. Drawing from
experiences of the OSI SAF team in near real time processing of MSG/SEVIRI
data, the reprocessing will provide a consistent dataset of SST from MSG1 and
MSG2.
The retrieval method consists in a non-linear split-window algorithm and in-
cludes the algorithm correction scheme developed by Le Borgne et al. (2011).
This poster presents a summary of the methods and the validation of MSG1
SST reprocessed over the period 2004-2007.

Characteristics of the
reprocessing:

Covers 2004-2012

Region -60 to +60◦ N and E

Regular 0.05◦ latitude/longitude
grid

Method of retrieval: Multi-channel
algorithm and algorithm correction
based on NWP atmospheric profiles
and radiative transfer model (Le
Borgne et al., 2011)

Data and methods

A two-channel split-window algorithm is used:

SST = (a + b SΘ) T10.8

+(c + d SΘ + e Tclim)(T10.8 − T12.0)

+f + g SΘ

A bias correction scheme is used to reduce regional
and seasonal biases in SST. This method developed
by Le Borgne et al. (2011) relies on radiative trans-
fer model simulations of brightness temperature us-
ing NWP atmospheric profiles.

Bias correction: Input data to the reprocessing are as follow:

Level 1.5 MSG/SEVIRI data reprocessed by
EUMETSAT
The radiative transfer model RTTOV is used to
simulate brightness temperature. It forced by:

ECMWF ERA-interim atmospheric profiles
OSTIA SST analysis

Climate SAF reprocessed cloud mask (based on
Nowcasting SAF processor)

ERA CLIM in situ dataset for validation purpose

Validation results

Satellite SST is compared to independent drifting buoys dataset (Atkinson et al., 2014). Co-localisation
between in-situ data and satellite observation is done within ±15 minutes time frame.
The validation is done by analysing the SST difference between satellite retrieval and drifting buoys mea-
surements. Four statistics are computed: mean, standard deviation, median and robust standard deviation.
The robust standard deviation (Merchant et al., 1999) is RSD=(75th percentile - 25th percentile)/1.348

Uncorrected Corrected
SST Num bias STD median RSD bias STD median RSD

Night 22.24 432100 -0.07 0.51 -0.03 0.43 -0.06 0.44 -0.03 0.35
Day 22.38 470168 -0.05 0.48 -0.01 0.41 0.01 0.42 0.04 0.34

Global statistics against drifting buoys measurements for MSG1 (2004-2007)

Monthly statistics (median, RSD) of the difference SSTMSG − SSTinsitu for MSG1.

Uncorrected Corrected

Map of binned mean error for 2005. Top: Day-time; Bottom:

Night-time

Conclusions:

Low global biases and standard deviations (lower
than operational processing)

Very stable comparison for the whole period of
MSG1

Algorithm correction method is efficient at
reducing bias and standard deviation

Very good quality of the cloud mask

Small negative bias remaining in the strip of
Latitude between 0 and 20◦N in Q2 and Q3 due to
atmospheric Saharan dusts.

Perspective:

MSG2 is being processed

Final dataset to be released in 2017

Day Night

Map of binned mean error for each quartile of 2005. Top Q1,

Bottom Q4
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